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Badging is commonly used by millions of professionals, employers, training
organizations, associations, and institutions around the world. The digital
credentials they use recognize, reward, capitalize on, and communicate
achievements.
As well as verifying evidence of personal skills and achievements, digital badging
also helps offer more engaging training, improving staff retention. It can add
real value to training and development programs. Historic credentials can also
be recognized by badging previous achievements retrospectively.
This makes it easier for organizations to recognize achievement, support
learning and development and make people-related decisions.
Questionmark and Credly have partnered to leverage their respective strengths
to create an integrated solution that provides an innovative learning and
assessment solution with portable, digital and verified achievement
credentialing.
Questionmark’s seamless integration into Credly’s Acclaim platform means there
is no need to manage multiple pieces of software. Verifiable, portable
credentials that can be shared and displayed across the web.
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